Variation in neural development as a result of exposure to institutionalization early in childhood
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We used structural MRI and EEG to examine brain structure and function in typically developing children in Romania ($n = 20$), children exposed to institutional rearing ($n = 29$), and children previously exposed to institutional rearing but then randomized to high-quality foster care intervention ($n = 25$). In so doing, we provide a unique evaluation of whether placement in an improved environment mitigates the effects of institutional rearing on neural structure, using data from the only existing randomized controlled trial of foster care for institutionalized children. Children enrolled in the Bucharest Early Intervention Project underwent a T1-weighted MRI protocol. Children with histories of institutional rearing had significantly smaller cortical gray matter volume than never-institutionalized children. Cortical white matter was no different for children placed in foster care than never-institutionalized children but was significantly smaller for children not randomized to foster care. We were also able to explain previously reported reductions in EEG $\alpha$-power among institutionally reared children compared with children raised in families using these MRI data. As hypothesized, the association between institutionalization and EEG $\alpha$-power was partially mediated by cortical white matter volume for children not randomized to foster care. The increase in white matter among children randomized to an improved rearing environment relative to children who remained in institutional care suggests the potential for developmental “catch up” in white matter growth, even following extreme environmental deprivation.

A common societal response to orphaned or abandoned children is to rear such children in institutions (1, 2). UNICEF estimates that there are at least 8 million children who live in institutional settings. Institutional rearing of young children represents a severe form of early psychological and physical neglect, and as such, serves as a model system for understanding how early experience—or the lack of thereof—impacts brain and behavioral development.

In most forms of institutional rearing, the ratio of caregivers-to-children is low (e.g., in our sample $\sim 1:12$), care is highly regimented, and caregiver investment in children is low (3). Children raised in institutions are more likely than children raised in families to have deficits in cognitive function (4, 5) and in language production and comprehension (6, 7). Relative to noninstitutionalized children, children reared in institutional settings experience a wide range of developmental problems including markedly elevated rates of attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder and other forms of psychopathology (8–10) and difficulties with social functioning (11–13). These developmental difficulties are not unique among children exposed to institutionalization. Indeed, exposure to a wide range of adverse early environments—including physical and sexual abuse, neglect, domestic violence, and chronic poverty—also increases a child’s risk for psychopathology (14, 15), language delays (16), and reduced academic achievement (17). Thus, elucidating how institutionalization results in developmental deviations is important both for informing the care of children raised in these environments and for improving our understanding of typical and atypical child development.

One of the most likely explanations for the wide range of developmental problems observed among children exposed to institutional rearing is that the deprived environment of an institution does not provide adequate experience onto which to scaffold normal brain development (5, 18, 19). If true, we would expect to see differences in neural structure and function among children reared in institutions relative to those raised in the community. We examine this possibility in this article.

Effect of Institutionalization on Neural Structure. Previous research has identified associations between early exposure to institutionalization and neural structure/function. In the English and Romanian Adoptees study, gray and white matter volumes were measured using structural MRI (9, 20). Significantly smaller white and gray matter volume was observed for 14 adolescents adopted from Romania to the United Kingdom (previously institutionalized) vs. 11 never-institutionalized adoptees from the United Kingdom. Both groups were $\sim 16$ y of age at the time of imaging. This study additionally reported smaller uncorrected (for total brain volume) volume of the left hippocampus and larger volume in the right amygdala among previously institutionalized children (20). A second study (21) of 34 institutionalized children adopted into the United States (average age 8.4 y old) and 28 nonadopted children living in the United States with their birth families (average age 9.4 y old), did not replicate the finding of smaller hippocampal or larger amygdala volume across groups. However, the amygdala, relative to total brain volume, was larger for children adopted after 15 mo of age (21).

A third study (22) used diffusion tensor imaging to examine structural connectivity in seven children adopted from Romania and seven children born to families in to North America (22). Here, smaller whole brain white, and gray matter volumes were observed among previously institutionalized children compared with controls (22). In addition, reduced apparent diffusion coefficients and fractional anisotropy was observed across all white matter tracts in previously institutionalized children compared with never-institutionalized children, and most significantly in the left uncinate fasciculus, indicating a general compromise of white matter tract integrity.

In sum, across three samples of internationally adopted, previously institutionalized children, institutionalization was associated with differences in neural structure. However, the findings
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are not entirely consistent across studies regarding the specific structures or regions affected. This variation in findings across studies may be because of differences in sample composition and age of participants (adolescent versus middle childhood).

Effect of Institutionalization on Neural Function. The Bucharest Early Intervention Project (BEIP) is the first randomized controlled trial (RCT) that compares foster care with continued institutional care. One-hundred and thirty-six children between the ages of 6 and 31 mo of age living in institutions in Bucharest, Romania were randomly assigned to either a foster care intervention (foster care group, FCG) or to remain in the institution (care-as-usual group, CAUG). These children have been followed prospectively and are the subject of the current research (23, 24).

In the BEIP study, neural function was assessed using the EEG, recording resting electrical activity at the scalp at entry to the study (mean age = 22 mo) and again at 30 mo and 42 mo as infants watched an attractive visual stimulus, and at 8 y of age during rest. EEG signal is commonly decomposed into frequency bands and compared across participants. The frequency bands most commonly used are δ, θ, α, β, and γ. Typical maturation has been associated with greater contribution of α-frequencies to the overall EEG signal (25). Because increases in α are observed globally across all scalp electrodes, these changes are likely driven by structural changes, such as increasing cortical white matter across development. In studies of adults, white matter integrity is associated with the contribution of α-power to the EEG signal (26). At entry to the study, children exposed to institutional rearing exhibited decreased α-power compared with never-institutionalized children (27). This pattern was interpreted as signifying developmental delay in neural functioning (25). At 8 y of age, after children who received the foster care intervention had been living with families for 5.5–7.5 y, a significant effect of age at placement emerged for the α-frequency band; that is, children placed younger showed greater improvement (28). These findings suggest developmental catch up in EEG α-power as a function of exposure to foster care.

Current Study. We are unaware of previous research that has examined neural structure and function in a same sample of previously institutionalized children. More importantly, the extent to which the structural neural sequelae of institutionalization can be mitigated by placement in an improved environment has never been evaluated using a RCT design. We addressed this gap in the literature in the present report using data from the BEIP. We first examined the effect of institutionalization and foster care intervention on cortical and subcortical volume in a subsample of participants (n = 74) from the BEIP who completed an MRI assessment. Based on prior work, we hypothesized that children exposed to institutionalization would have smaller cortical gray and white matter volumes and larger amygdala volumes relative to children never exposed to institutionalization. We hypothesized that the foster care intervention would ameliorate some of these structural differences. Next, we examined whether differences in neural structure explained the effect of institutionalization on power in the α-band. Given previous associations between α-power and white matter integrity (26) and the consistently observed differences in α-power for children with and without exposure to institutionalization (27, 28), we hypothesized that differences in white matter volume explain the association between exposure to institutionalization and EEG α-power. (See Table S1 for characteristics of institutionalized children randomized to the foster care intervention or usual care.)

Results

Effect of Institutionalization on Neural Structures. All analyses first report the unadjusted associations between institutionalization and neural structure followed by the associations adjusted for covariates. Analyses of the corpus callosum (CC) and subcortical structures additionally adjust for total brain volume (see Materials and Methods and Table S2 for a list of the average volume of all neural structures by group).

Total Cortical Gray Matter Volume. Children in the ever-institutionalized group (EIG, which includes both the CAUG and the FCG), had significantly smaller total cortical gray matter volumes than those in the never-institutionalized group (NIG) (F = 33.98, P = 0.01). When EIG children were separated into FCG and CAUG, both groups had significantly smaller total cortical gray matter volume compared with the NIG (CAUG B = −34.71, P = 0.02; FCG B = −35.05, P = 0.02). After adjustment for age and sex, children in the CAUG and FCG continued to have smaller total cortical gray matter volume than children in the NIG. Total gray matter volume was not different between the two groups of previously institutionalized children (Fig. 1 and Table 1).

Total White Matter Volume. Children in the EIG had marginally significantly smaller total cortical white matter volumes than those in the NIG (B = −20.19, P = 0.08). When EIG children were separated into FCG and CAUG, only the CAUG had significantly smaller total cortical white matter volume compared with the NIG (CAUG B = −27.67, P = 0.04; FCG B = −13.3, P = 0.32). After adjustment for age and sex, membership in the CAUG significantly predicted smaller total cortical white matter volume compared with NIG (B = −25.74, P = 0.03). Children in the FCG, however, did not have smaller total cortical white matter volume compared with children in the NIG group (B = −17.1, P = 0.15; Fig. 2 and Table 1). The CAUG and FCG did not differ from each other in total cortical white matter volume.

Corpus Callosum. The CC was subdivided into anterior, central, and posterior sections. It is common to divide the CC into anterior and posterior sections to reflect the fact that crossing fibers in the front of the brain reflect functionally different interhemispheric connectivity than crossing fibers in the back of the brain. EIG membership predicted smaller anterior CC volume (B = −0.09, P = 0.05). When EIG children were separated into FCG and CAUG, only the CAUG had significantly smaller anterior CC volume compared with the NIG (CAUG B = −0.115, P = 0.03; FCG B = −0.06, P = 0.22). After controlling for age, sex,
and total brain volume, neither CAUG nor FCG remained significant predictors of anterior CC volume (Table 2). Central CC was not related to institutionalization in any model (Table 2).

EIG membership significantly predicted smaller posterior CC volume (B = −0.09, P = 0.05). When EIG children were separated into FCG and CAUG, only the CAUG had significantly smaller posterior CC volume compared with the NIG (CAUG B = −0.11, P = 0.02; FCG B = −0.03, P = 0.56). After controlling for age, sex, and total brain volume, CAUG membership continued to predict smaller posterior CC volume compared with the NIG (CAUG B = −0.11, P = 0.02), whereas the FCG did not differ from either the NIG or the CAUG (FCG B = −0.01, P = 0.81) (Table 2 and Fig. S1).

Subcortical Structures. In contrast to differences in total cortical gray matter and white matter volume, or white matter volume in the CC, institutionalization had little impact on subcortical structures after controlling for age, sex, and total brain volume (Table S3). See SI Materials and Methods for an analysis of the impact of institutionalization on amygdala volume (Fig. S2).

Effect of Institutionalization on α-Power. EIG membership predicted lower α-power (B = −10.06, P = 0.02) compared with NIG children. When EIG children were separated into FCG and CAUG, membership in the both groups predicted lower α-power (CAUG B = −9.9, P = 0.03; FCG B = −10.3, P = 0.03). After controlling for age and sex, the CAUG and FCG continued to predict lower α-power than the NIG (Table 3).

Mediation Analysis. To provide evidence for mediation, four criteria must be met. First, we reported significant associations between predictors (here FCG and CAUG membership) and the outcome of interest (EEG α-power). Second, we reported that FCG and CAUG membership were associated with smaller total cortical gray matter volume, and that membership in CAUG was associated with significantly smaller total cortical white matter volume. Third, we tested the association between the potential mediators and the outcome. To evaluate this criterion, we examined the association between total gray and white matter volume with α-power, controlling for sex and age. Total gray matter volume significantly and positively predicted α-power (B = 0.08, P = 0.04). Similarly, total white matter volume significantly and positively predicted α-power (B = 0.12, P = 0.007). The fourth criterion for mediation is that the association between the predictor (CAUG and FCG) and outcome (α-power) is significantly attenuated when the mediator (total gray or white matter cortical volume) is included in the model. In the final mediation models, associations of CAUG with α-power decreased when total cortical white matter was included in the model (Table 3). To test the significance of this indirect effect, bootstrap resampling was used (90% confidence intervals are reported; significant confidence intervals do not include 0). These analyses revealed that total cortical white matter volume was a significant mediator of the association between CAUG membership and power in the α-frequency band (−6.9, −0.22).

Discussion

In the present study, we examined the effect of institutionalization on neural structure and function, capitalizing on our RCT design in which some children were randomized to foster care intervention, to evaluate whether removal from institutional care ameliorated the neural effects of early-life deprivation. Using structural MRI, we demonstrated that children who were assigned to care as usual had smaller total white matter volume and smaller posterior CC volume than children who were never institutionalized. For children who were randomized into foster care, neither total white matter volume nor posterior CC volume was significantly different from those of children who had never
been institutionalized. White matter was not significantly different between the CAUG and the FCG. In contrast, total cortical gray matter was significantly smaller among children who were ever-institutionalized—regardless of placement into foster care—compared with children who had never been institutionalized. These findings replicate previous studies that have observed decreased total cortical white matter and gray matter volume in children exposed to institutionalization (20, 21). We extend these previous findings by demonstrating that among institutionalized children, randomization to an improved environment resulted in smaller decreases in total cortical white matter and posterior CC volume. This pattern suggests neuroplasticity of white matter following severe environmental deprivation.

Studies of typical development have demonstrated that white matter volume increases across development, but gray matter volume decreases (29–31). One possible explanation of our findings of institutionalization-related reductions in total cortical white matter volume is that this relative decrease reflects a developmental delay. In this study, white matter volume in the CAUG may be increasing at a slower pace than in the FCG or NIG. If that result were true, white matter could continue to increase, resulting in eventual catch up in adolescence or adulthood. In contrast, decreased total cortical gray matter volume for children who experienced institutionalization likely reflects either a deficit or an acceleration in brain development, where children who were previously institutionalized reach maturity earlier than their never-institutionalized peers. This last interpretation is not, however, consistent with the numerous developmental deficits observed in children exposed to institutionalization (8, 9, 23). Given that studies of typical development have shown that gray matter decreases with increasing age across childhood, we would expect that the difference in gray matter volume of ever-institutionalized children versus never-institutionalized children will only grow with time. Future studies should examine subdivisions of gray and white matter cortical volume to determine whether regional specificity in the effects of institutionalization exists and should attempt to link these changes in cortical volume with the cognitive outcomes associated with institutionalization.

Previous studies have identified associations between volume of the amygdala and exposure to institutionalization (20, 21); these studies sometimes used the volume of the amygdala relative to total brain volume as the dependent measure of interest (amygdala volume divided by total brain volume). They reported institutionalization to be associated with larger relative amygdala volume. In our study we first controlled for total brain volume statistically (results presented above) when examining amygdala volume. This difference in statistical approach is addressed in the SI Materials and Methods and Fig. S2. When we controlled for total brain volume by dividing total amygdala volume by total brain volume, we found no effect of institutionalization on relative amygdala volume. There may be several reasons why our findings on amygdala volume in postinstitutionalized children were dissimilar to previous studies. First, there are differences in analysis. We considered the entire amygdala, instead of examining differences in laterality, as was done in a previous study (20). Additionally, we lacked statistical power to examine timing effects (i.e., age of placement in foster care) on amygdala volume, as were observed in a previous study (21). Second, there are differences in sample; our sample was more homogenous compared with previous studies, as our participants were all from institutions in the same city in Romania and had been previously screened for physical and neurological disorders. Finally, although children in our study were placed into foster care families within Bucharest, previous studies have observed children who were adopted into predominantly upper-middle class homes in wealthy countries. Some of the differences between our observations and others may be a result of differences in enrichment because of these differing patterns of adoption.

In addition to using MRI to examine neural structure in this sample, resting EEG was collected to assess neural function. In our previous reports we demonstrated that children who were exposed to institutionalization had decreased power in $\alpha$-power compared with those who were never institutionalized (28). We also observed this result in the subsample of children who completed MRI assessments. Consistent with our hypothesis, we observed that total cortical white matter was a significant mediator of the association between group membership and $\alpha$-power for children in both the CAUG and FCG. These findings suggest that reduced $\alpha$-power observed in the EEG of children exposed to institutionalization may be the result of delay in the development of white matter in the cerebral cortex. As white matter increases across development, signal conduction becomes faster and more efficient, allowing increasingly higher frequency contributions to the overall signal. More efficient conduction because of increases in myelination may be one reason why $\alpha$-power increases with white matter volume in our sample of children exposed to institutionalization, with white matter integrity in adults, and with age in all children. Consistent with this idea are findings from adults that indicate that the structural integrity of white matter tracts is responsible for modulations of $\alpha$-frequency among neuro-typical adults (26) and in patients with mild cognitive impairment who evidence a decline in structural connectivity and decreased contribution of $\alpha$-frequencies to the EEG signal (32–34).

Institutional rearing is associated with a variety of cognitive and emotional functions. Previously institutionalized children have lower IQ, deficits in language use, and executive function (5, 9). In addition, these children exhibit impairments and delays in a variety of social-emotional domains and a very high prevalence of mental health problems. In this study we observe that white but not gray matter appears to respond moderately to foster care intervention, and to mediate previously observed associations between institutionalization and neural function. This observation may reflect the fact that it is networks of areas, not single structures acting alone, which subserve the complex functions that are influenced by institutionalization and foster care intervention. On the other hand, because white matter does not develop as a unit but instead is organized into tracts, it may be that what we
observe here as a global difference in white matter is, in fact, driven by a minority of tracts or even a single tract.

While white matter volume has a linear developmental trajectory (30, 35) in comparison with gray matter volume, which generally reflects a nonlinear trajectory with peaks of developmental change, potentially indicative of sensitive periods occurring from early to late development (31, 36–38). It may be that the difference in these patterns of development makes white matter more malleable under foster care intervention. These findings point to the importance of examining structural and functional connectivity in future investigations. It is possible that white matter damage and associated “disconnections” are one important neural underpinning of the pervasive deficits that accompany exposure to adversity. The current findings are consistent with recent work identifying similar deficits associated with other forms of exposure to adversity and white matter integrity (35), and with the general role that white matter appears to play in neurodevelopmental plasticity (39). Until recently, examination of the effect of environment on neural structure was often the examination of specific gray matter structures. Here we highlight the importance of understanding the impact of the environment on the network of areas that give rise to cognition, and on the structure of those networks.

Materials and Methods

Participants. We acquired structural MRI scans for 79 participants in the BEIP between the ages of 8 and 11 in Bucharest, Romania. Participants included children randomized out of institutions into foster care (FCG), children randomly selected to remain in institutional care (CAUG), and children who had never been in institutional care (NIG). The BEIP was initiated at the request of the Secretary of State for Child Protection in Romania. All study procedures were approved by the local commissions on child protection in Bucharest, the Romanian ministry of health, and the institutional review boards of the home institutions of the three principal investigators. A more complete description of procedures used to ensure ethical integrity has been published previously and commented on by the scientific community (40, 41). Information about the randomization procedures and foster care intervention can be found in SI Materials and Methods.

Of the 79 children who completed MRI assessments, 74 children were included in all analyses: 29 CAUG children (16 F, mean age = 9.68, SD = 0.79), 25 FCG children (11 F, mean age = 9.92, SD = 0.62), and 20 NIG children (10 F, mean age = 9.63, SD = 0.83). Four participants were excluded from all analyses because poor scan quality prevented proper segmentation of cortical and subcortical gray/white matter boundaries (two CAUG, one FCG, and one NIG), and one child was excluded from all analyses because of frank neurological abnormality (FCG). No differences were observed across the three groups in age at MRI assessment (F = 0.348, P = 0.707), and boys and girls did not differ in the same age (rF72) = −0.11, P = 0.26). A final four subjects are not included in the analyses of EEG data only, one CAUG and three NIG, because these data were unavailable for these subjects. These four subjects are included in all other analyses.

MRI Acquisition and Processing. Structural magnetic resonance images were acquired at Regina Maria Health Center (Bucharest, Romania) on a Siemens Magnetom Avanto 1.5T syngo system. Images were obtained using a transverse magnetization-prepared rapid gradient echo 3D sequence (TE = 2.98 ms, TR = 1,000 ms, flip angle = 8°, 176 slices with 1 × 1 × 1 mm isotropic voxels) with a 16-channel head coil. The TR for this sequence varied between 1,650 and 1,910 ms. Five subjects were acquired in the sagittal plane; one was acquired in the coronal plane. Acquisition parameters did not differ by group membership nor were they associated with scan quality, thus all scans are considered together.

Cortical reconstruction and volumetric segmentation were performed with the FreeSurfer image analysis suite, which is documented and freely available for download online (http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/). The technical details of these procedures are described in prior publications (42, 43) and in SI Materials and Methods. FreeSurfer morphometric procedures have demonstrated good test-retest reliability across scanner manufacturers and field strengths (44, 45). In addition, they have been successfully used in studies of children between the ages of 8 and 11 y (21, 29).

EEG Acquisition and Processing. Before acquisition of MRI data all participants in the present study had participated in an EEG recording session. EEG was recorded when children were between 8 and 11 y of age (see SI Materials and Methods for details) (28). EEG was recorded while the children sat quietly in a chair, alternating 1-min epochs of eyes open and closed for a total of 6 min. We examine eyes-open segments only, as these segments best represent awake-behaving EEG signal. EEG was recorded using a lyra stretchable cap (Electro-Cap International) that had 12 tin electrodes sewn into it. Electrodes were distributed over the head and labeled using the 10-20 system. EEG was referenced to vertex (Cz) during recording, and a mid-anterior electrode served as the ground (AFz).

EEG was processed using the EEG Analysis System from the James Long Company. The EEG was rereferenced through software to an average mastoids reference. Epochs containing blink artifact were regressed from the EEG signals and any epochs in which the EEG signal exceeded ±200 μV were excluded. Following preprocessing, the signal was decomposed into frequency bands using a discrete Fourier transform with a 1-s Hamming window and 50% overlap. There were no group differences in number of artifact-free waves used in this analysis [F(60) = 0.296, P = 0.28]. We examined absolute EEG power in the α (7–12 Hz) frequency band, because power in this frequency is impacted by institutionalization and foster care (28).

Data Analysis. We used ordinary least squares (OLS) linear regression to examine differences in neural development resulting from institutionalization. We first estimated a model that directly compared children in the EIG to those in the NIG (model 1). Next we replicated the effects for white matter volume by comparing children in the CAUG to those in the NIG and comparing children in the FCG to those in the NIG (model 2). Finally, we assessed the effect of covariates on model 2 by controlling for sex and age, or in the case of the CC and subcortical structures, age, sex, and total brain volume (model 3). These models were considered significant if P < 0.006. This value represents a Bonferroni-corrected P value to adjust for multiple comparisons (eight structural volumes: anterior CC, central CC, posterior CC, amygdala, hippocampus, basal ganglia, total cortical gray matter, and total cortical white matter). See SI Materials and Methods for a scatter plot of each area of the brain that we studied, showing each subject’s data by group. Sex and age were included as control covariates because the ratios of boys to girls were different across group and because sex and age are strongly associated with total brain volume (35). For the three subcortical structures considered here and the three subdivisions of the CC, we additionally controlled for total brain volume. Subcortical structures change in size with total brain volume, and we were interested in variance in subcortical structures not predicted by total brain volume in this analysis (29).

Effect of Institutionalization on α-Power. After identifying the effect of institutionalization on brain volume we replicated previous findings of the effect of institutionalization on α (7–12 Hz) power in this subsample of subjects. We used an identical OLS regression approach as described above for EEG Acquisition and Processing. Models were run for α-power in eyes-open blocks. Absolute power in the α-frequency band was averaged across all electrode sites.

Mediation Analysis. In the final analysis, a mediation model was used to test the hypothesis that the effect of institutionalization on α-power was correctly accounted for by changes in neural structure. Given the small sample size available to us in this analysis, we set the criteria for significance at P < 0.10 for the mediation analysis only. Two hypotheses were tested. First, as previously observed, differences in α-power would be accounted for by differences in white matter volume and, second, a more exploratory hypothesis that differences in α-power would be accounted for by differences in cortical gray matter volume. To test mediation, we assessed the four criteria for mediation described by Baron and Kenny (46), and we tested the significance of the mediation model using a nonparametric bootstrapping approach (46). A more complete description of this method can be found in SI Materials and Methods.
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